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II.

REVIEWS

Hans Werner Debrunner, Schweizer im kolonialen Afrika.
Switzerland: Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 1991. Pp. 245.

Basel,

Themes connected with Switzerland are often judged to be of
only marginal significance.
The Swiss nation as such certainly
was no player in the European penetration and partition of the
African continent. The involvement of Swiss people, furthermore,
was numerically sma 11 and cannot compare with that of the Dutch
or the Danes. Yet .Hans Werner -Debrunner 1 s study of Swiss in colonial
Africa is nevertheless of great value, especially since it is part
of a set of other works he has devoted to African issues. 1 It adds,
first, much to our knowledge of Swiss migrations, understood not
primarily as settlements overseas, but as temporary or permanent
moves abroad by individuals in the context of varied occupational
pursuits.
Debrunner I s work revea 1s, second, an important facet
of Swiss enmeshment in Caucasian expansion as it involved Africa,
an expansion that transformed the globe by efforts at once creative
and destructive, heroic and depraved, ·and generally was most
disastrous for the victims involved.
This
book, third, implicitly -demonstrates the radical
transformation of a writer's ideological stance. Debrunner's 1949
doctoral dissertation Witchcraft in Ghana, reissued in 1961 in a
second edition, as we 11 as his on-site study_, The Church Between
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Colonial Powers: A Study of the Church in Togo, published in 1965,
are

both

shaped

by

a deeply held,

mission-minded,

Protestant

Christian faith and by implicit assumptions not only of Christian,
but also of European cultural superiority over indigenous African
traditions.
purely

His recent work, in contrast, is ideologically almost

phenome~ological

persona 1 it i es
descriptive

whose efforts
perspective.

achieved,

have

measure

and

Swiss

was
have

sie

pluralist.

He

approaches

the

he touche~ upon from a detached and

He does not intend to show what Swiss
11

geleistet haben, 11

but rather

"in what

participated in imperialism, in how far they

have profited from it, and to what degree they have been cri ti ca 1
and have shown understanding for African people 11 (133). Debrunner 1 s
book thus reflects the author's move from a previous Eurocentric,
superioristic,

and monistic view of African religion and culture

towards a pluralist and critical stance.
already

foreshadowed

by a scholarly and,

That move, however, wa~
within the Christian

tradition, ecumenical stance.
The study probes the Swiss presence in Africa during the age
of

European

colonialism in seven chapters,

the core of which

consists of 14 previously published, but revised short biographies,
enriched

by

photographs

and

well

drawn and informative maps.

Chapter one touches on Swiss communities in Africa which in 1928
In 1928 over 70 percent of
counted 7,091, in 1961 9,462 people.
them
South

lived

in Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, and Egypt; in 1961 the

African

immigrants

Union and

(22-23).

In

present-day Zimbabwe . counted the most
Chapter

Two

Debrunner

discusses

Swiss

involvement in the slave trade and in the struggle for its
abolition.
The next four chapters feature the engagement of Swiss
officers and so 1 di ers in the service of the col oni zing powers, the
activities of traders and merchant houses, the pursuits of
travelers,

explorers,

and scholars,
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Swiss missionaries.

Debrunner's treatment of these topics is, as

he himself stresses, not comprehensive, but introductory, at times
even

cursory.

He

does

not dea 1 with agri cul tura 1 settlers,

plantation owners, lawyers and physicians, and he treats missionary
endeavors, · given the relative wealth of available studies for
Protestant and Catholics alike, only in a sunmary fashion.
Of

special

value

is Chapter S_even titled "The Gentle Voice

of Swiss Women," perhaps better labelled as their "suppressed and
neglected

voice. 11

The

chapter opens with an overly subdued

discussion of the fantasy-driven glorification of the sexual powers
of African women as portrayed by painters such as Frank Buchser
(1828-1890), who claimed the same also for American Indian women.
The author is, in my view, also far too tactful in his treatment
of the widely practiced concubinage of Swiss men in 1 i ne with the
custom "That each European keeps a woman, at times several , 11 as
Erwin Federspiel (1871-1922), a Swiss military officer in the Congo,
reported
welcome,
forms of
offspring
in

(196). Although Debrunner's non-moralizing stance is
the disastrous long-term effect of such unions--surely
raw sexual exploitation-.;.on the individual women, on the
of such mostly temporary liaisons, and on African society

general,

needs to be considered. The passing reference to an

11

Eingeborenenrecht, 11 a native legal practice, seems to me false
and misleading.
Yet the chapter then justifiably features the
valiant, if all too long neglected, efforts of Swiss women to
christianize and Europeanize those in their charge. Here, too, one
might wish that the author had referred more directly to the fact
that these women, despite their surely often most selfless and
idealistic motives, were nevertheless tools of a destructive and

.
2
invasive European dominance.

Debrunner deals with his topic with exemplary tact and
detachment, yet 1eaves a reader often wondering. His bi ographi cal
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sketch of the physician and ethnolog·i st Ernst Mahly (1856-1894),
for instance, refers to his attempt of killing his second ailing
wife as well as himself in 1893, but, as the author states, "was
snatched from it [his death] and was ab 1e to give himse 1f death
only on May 1 30, 1894 11 (178).
The passage is indeed tactfully
restrained, yet a reader needs to know, I believe, whether Mahly
was suffering from depression, some form of insanity, or a tropical
illness.

How did Basel society react to his deeds?

It is perhaps

a weakness of this valuable work that dimensions of historical and
social context remain unexplored and give it a somewhat antiquarian
flavor.
Yet the data, unearthed in an often laborious search, and
the wea 1th of bib1 i ographi ca 1 references offer numerous 1eads for
further exploration. Hans Werner Debrunner thus gives a valuable
and i ndi spensab 1e synopsis of a subject previously quite unknown
in its multiple domensions.
It will receive further elucidation
by a sequel on "Swiss women in Africa after 1945 11 that will probe
"their great significance for the transition from colonialism to
the independence of African states" (13).
It will add another
I
pioneering study to Hans Werner Debrunner s va 1uab 1e work re 1ati ng
to

African

history and culture and the Swiss involvement in its

recent past.

Leo Schelbert
University of Illinois
at Chicago
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Notes
1

Among

Africa are

H.

W.

Debrunner' s

the following:

previous main works relating to

Witchcraft in Ghana: A Study on the

Belief in Destructive Witches and Its Effect on the Alean Tribes.
2nd edition.

Accra: Presbyterian Book Depot, 1961.

Church Between Colonial

Powers:

Pp. 213;

8.

A Study of the Church in Togo.

Translated into English by Dorothea M. Barton.

London: Utterworth

Press, 1965; A History of Christianity in Ghana.

Accra: Waterville

Publishing House, 1967.
• in

Pp. 375; Presence and Prestige.

Europe: A History of Africans in Europe before 1918.

Basler Afrika Bibliographien, 1979.

Africans
Basel:

Pp. 433.

2 H. W. Debrunner refers to the study by Simone Prodolliet,
Wider die Schamlosigkeit und das Elend der heidnischen Weiber: Die
Basler Frauen Mission und der Export des europiischen Frauenideals
in die Kolonien.
the

context

of

Zurich: Limmat Verlag, 1987; the ·work stresses
European

imperialism

and

includes colonialist

activities also in India that parallel efforts in Africa.
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